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Artistic Representation and Research
Writing
DENNIS BEACH
Department of Education, Göteborg University, Box 300, SE 405 30 Göteborg,
Sweden

ABSTRACT The research journal Re� ective Practice deals with multi-professional re-
search that addresses the development of practice through re� ection on action in areas like
social work, nursing and education. The present paper is about one speci� c professional
practice in particular—that of professional research writing—which is common to all
professional research. It suggests how research writing can be consciously developed so as to
be able to have action consequences, and that thinking about the forms of representation in
art, what they are intending to communicate, about what and how they make their
messages felt, might help us to become more conscious writers, better able to communicate
critical ideas to a broader public.

Introduction

Since the literary (post-structural) turn in social science and the subsequent crisis of
representation, the practice of professional research writing has been considered to
be more rhetorical than realist and, � nally, objective truth quests have been con-
sidered as impossible projects (see, for example, contributions to Clifford & Marcus,
1986).1 This has opened the way for a plethora of experimental forms of writing in
social science (see, for example, Clough, 2000; Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Ellis, 2000;
Richardson, 1992; van Maanen, 1988; Viditch & Lyman, 1994) that have helped
writers avoid resorting to � ction alone, as an alternative to conventional scienti� c
realism in our writing (see also Geertz, 1983). This introductory argument sets the
aim of the present text, which is to consider forms of representation in social science
and art genres in a re� exive text. In the sense of Gubrium and Holstein (1997, p.
92), it is my hope that by re� exively examining (these) representational practices,
something worthwhile and helpful might be said about how meaning can be
constituted in research writing in its new post-structural moment.

As is recognised since the post-structural textual turn (and even before: see, for
instance, Charles Wright Mills writing on re� exive sociology: Mills, 1959), observa-
tion and illustration are accepted as imparting value and not just re� ecting a neutral
and objective world out there waiting to be discovered; and social science writing is
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now recognised to be more than just observation, text and commentary (Larsson,
1998, 2000). This admission of a relativistic interdependency in social science
representations can lead to Nihilism. However, this is not what I am hoping for,
which is only an awakening of questions about the position of representation in the
creative moment of uncertainty and indeterminacy in post-structuralism, and the
possibility, as a researcher of praxis, to still feel able (and indeed to be able) to write
objectively, critically and meaningfully towards praxis nevertheless. This interest is
in line with Clough (2000), who reminds us that experimental writing in the
sub-genres of critical social science research, such as ethnography, began as a
response to a criticism of traditional writing forms, through the recognition of how
their collective politics of ‘content of form’ stabilised world views that favoured those
already in power (see also Atkinson, 1990). The intention with the experimental
moment she points out, was to support the deconstruction of and re-thinking of the
philosophy of presence in social science writing in order to more effectively contrib-
ute to social criticism and cultural critique (see Clough, 2000).

A double realisation is important if critical possibilities are to be kept alive within
the relativistic moment. The � rst part of this double realisation involves grasping
that we (as writers) operate under conditions of uncertainty and indeterminacy to
which writing can impart value (see also Mulkay, 1989). The second part is that we
recognise we can still write objectively, critically and meaningfully towards a politics
of the future within an agency of writing, with this in mind. This has to do with how
we might craft a message with a speci� c intention, and is hopefully the contribution
of the present paper to re� ective research practices. Without arguing against her
positioning of re� exive social science research writing as somewhere in the margins
between claims of truth and claims of textuality, I am in a sense arguing both for and
against Britzman’s (1995) assertions that such writing is not able to reliably inform
institutional practices and professions like education planning, health-care planning,
teaching, nursing, teacher education, and so forth (for example, Beach, 1995, 1997;
Borgnakke, 1996; Pilhammar, 1991). In doing this, I want to ask you, the reader, to
think about the artistic styles and techniques of bricolage, collage, montage and
pop-art, and the conventions of artistic genres such as realism, impressionism and
expressionism, with regard to their possible bearing on the practices of professional
research writing, while reading the paper. In this paper, these styles, techniques and
traditions are taken up in the aforementioned order.

The Styles and Techniques of Bricolage and Collage

It is often argued (see, for example, Denzin & Lincoln, 1994) that research work in
qualitative studies of education and other professions is, at least in one sense,
bricolage; in that it is at one and the same time both a construction made from the
artefacts found in a particular situation and the technique or way of putting these
together for communication purposes (see also Scheurich, 1997). This view � ts in
with the term bricolage in art as the use of ready mades or ‘whatever comes to hand’
in the construction of a tableau. The ready mades might normally be pieces of
string, a tin can or natural objects such as tree-bark or pebbles. In a research
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tradition like anthropology or archaeology, they might be spearheads, tools, ritual
stones or snatches of conversation or ritual taken from a cultural scene or activity.
Scheurich (1997, p. 55) expresses bricolage as follows:

Bricolage is a French word which means the ad hoc assemblage of miscel-
laneous materials and signifying structures (Levi-Strauss, quoted in Norris,
1987, p. 134). Spivak (1976) says the bricoleur makes do with things that
were meant perhaps for other ends (p. xix). (But) Levi-Strauss used this
word to describe how pre-Western cultures made sense of the World in a
way quite remote from our own, more logical and regimented habbits of
thought (Norris, 1987, 134). The bricoleur is a kind of Heath Robinson
� gure, happy to exploit the most diverse assortment of my themes—or
random combinatory elements—in order to create a working hypothesis
about this or that feature of social life. The opposite approach is that of the
typecaste engineer, one who sets out with a well de� ned concept of a
machine (or explanatory theory) he wants to construct, and who follows
this blueprint through to its logical conclusion.

Of course, Levi-Strauss may have been wrong about ‘The Savage Mind’ and Norris
may have exaggerated his distinctions, but when we think about it, placing the
representation of culture and sociality (or their elements) together with (or as)
bricolage as a primitive (pre-modern) and ad hoc activity, as opposed to a form of
type-caste engineering (such as structural equation modelling perhaps), re-asserts a
time-typical late-modern binary between anti-positivist and logical-positivist ap-
proaches to research. This distinction is often romantically embraced in the social
sciences and professions research, such as education research or health-care re-
search, as appropriate for describing the move to qualitative work. But the question
is, in what way is bricolage really a suitable metaphor for qualitative social science
and professions research and their forms of representation? Or, alternatively, is it in
fact just a misleading term? Are we not being over-romantic when we reduce
qualitative social science and professions research and their writing forms to brico-
lage in our thinking about them and our descriptions of them?

In answer to this, I would say that a completed piece of re� exive research writing
is not bricolage and that the terms ‘collage’ and ‘collage making’ seem to provide
more promising metaphors for research and research writing than do the terms
‘bricolage’ and ‘bricoleaurship’. This is because, while bricoleurship may be an
adequate metaphor for certain aspects of assembly in data organisation and pre-an-
alytic work, it is not adequate towards most aspects of the creation of meaningful
written texts—and certainly not towards the � nal, written, research report or thesis.
A research report or a thesis combines textual elements that are far more re� ned than
ready mades, and that have been crafted together with a very particular point or set
of points in mind (see also van Maanen, 1988; Sanjek, 1990; Clifford, 1990;
Atkinson, 1990).

According to Encyclopaedia Britannia On-Line (BOL) (http://www.eb.com:180/),
in French collage means pasting and is an artistic technique of applying manufac-
tured, printed, or found materials, such as bits of newspaper, fabric, wallpaper,
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etc., to a panel or canvas in combination with painting, to produce an image that
expresses some kind of feeling. This implies that bricolage and collage are not the
same thing, and that the sophistication and intentions behind the production of
research texts would also place them closer to collage than to a Heath-Robinson
bricolage. The point here being that researchers actually produce rather than collect
the data from which they then ‘fashion’ their accounts, and that this involves rather
more than merely making do with piecing together artefacts and anecdotes or
whatever else might be available (see also, for example, Arnstberg, 1997; Atkinson,
1990; Beach, 1995; Clifford, 1990; Driessen, 1993; Sanjek, 1990; Tyler, 1987; van
Maanen, 1988).

Bricolage is rough and ready. Collage is composed. It consists of things like old
engravings and prints that have been deliberately cut and pasted together in order to
convey some kind of message or feeling, and means that while even collages may
utilise materials such as string, rags, wood, wire, nails, and newspaper cuttings in the
production of their imagery, their re� nement will make bricolage seem amateurish
and open-ended by comparison. There is a message intended here. This again
concerns the crafting of a text rather than merely making do with sticking bits of raw
data together in the belief that the data will speak for themselves. This belief is a
legacy from naive realism, yet haunts naturalistic forms of inquiry (Beach, 1995;
Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Guba & Lincoln, 1994).

Montage Techniques

Photographic montage refers to a composite photographic image made either by
pasting together individual prints or parts of prints, or by successively exposing
individual images onto a single paper simultaneously through superimposed nega-
tives. It is a way of breaking with the normal realist conventions of natural history
and or chronological sequencing in � lm-making (in particular), and involves exper-
imenting with alternative orders of representation. This means that visual montage
aims to work through juxtaposing images to produce an impression or to illustrate
an association of ideas that press beyond surface representations. According to BOL,
a famous � lmatic example occurs in Strike (1924), where the Russian director
Sergey Eisenstein juxtaposes scenes of people being cut down during a workers
strike with a shot of cattle being slaughtered.

Montage is really, then, an editing technique for assembling separate pieces of � lm
into a sequence to supply a particular message, to reinforce a point or to enhance a
story- telling capacity, and it is in this sense that it has relevance to representations
in social science writing. Indeed, something quite literally like it (the mounting of
slides from stop frame cinematography in the documentation and analysis of
classroom activity) has already been practised previously in education research (see,
for example, Walker & Adelman, 1972) and is currently being experimented with in
a number of Experimental School Environments (ESE) projects within the Eu-
ropean I3 group of projects (www.i3net.org./), this time using digitalised material
and computer media.

Montage is not new to other social science traditions, such as sociology or cultural
studies, either. Indeed, it has been documented since the pioneering days of
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ethnographic � eldwork and in the sequencing of subtexts in narrative writing and
life-history research, where texts are often fashioned in ways very similar to the
sequencing procedures already mentioned (see also Atkinson, 1990). With montage,
portions of pictures (or texts) can be carefully built up piece by piece by cutting and
� tting each part with the others to make a story that is actually (then) put together
from separate sources made at separate space–time locations, but that are ‘clipped
together’ thematically in a manner that also provides an effect of some kind of
continuity. We might think of Tarrantino’s Pulp Fiction in this sense in a � lm
medium. Where as collage may use textuality, imagery and material textures at the
same time (in the same picture) to address an idea, montage concentrates more on
one (or two) media at a time (sequentially) in the creation of a story. Gayatri
Sprivak’s (1993) work Outside in the Teaching Machine, both through the imagery it
uses and the images it evokes, is perhaps a good example from education research
and social criticism.

Pop-Art Style and Tradition

Pop-art is/was a largely British and American movement that was given its name
because of its prosaic iconography2 and portrayal of any and all aspects of popular
culture in contemporary life. Pop-art was considered a suitable term, because the
images used within the genre were generally taken from the mix of contemporary
popular media (television, comic books, movie magazines and forms of advertising).
The term was, of course, also a generally taken and accepted one for music forms
of the same era, which shared a similarly acknowledged prosaic character.

In the social sciences, an approach likening pop-art has been possible to recognise
since the pioneering days of ‘anthropological sociology’ initiated by Robert Parke
and Robert Red� eld at the Chicago School of Sociology. Parke, who was also a
trained journalist and wrote several articles for leading Chicago newspapers, was a
supporter of the use of any contemporarily available materials in research represen-
tations, and would regularly use newspaper cut-outs, common pictures and textual
thematisations of contemporary � lm media in his work (see also Blumer, 1969;
Junker, 1960; van Maanen, 1988). These materials formed what were then (and still
are) termed soap, although the term in common use often refers to the representa-
tion of daily life-like scenarios in contemporary TV media for entertainment pur-
poses. In Sweden, maybe Rederiet is an example; in Britain, Coronation Street and
Brookside certainly are; in America, Dallas, Falcon Crest, Dynasty and many other
examples spring to mind; and in Australia, Neighbours and Home and Away.

This strategy of using ‘soap’ has been passed down through generations of
subsequent Chicago scholars and their followers, including Herbert Blumer, Ray-
mond Gold, Howard Becker and Erving Goffman, who all drew on whatever sources
and materials became available to them (including those of contemporary media) to
caste light on the issues their research became most concerned with (see also
Hannertz, 1969). Although no-one thought of calling these works ‘Pop-art scienti� c
� ctions’, maybe they could have, as this would seem to be particularly appropriate
term for work such as that by Spradley and Mann (the cocktail waitress), Goffman’s
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representations of institutions (as in, for example, Asylums), Leibow’s Tally’s Corner
and Whyte’s Street-Corner Society. All these authors have connections to the Chicago
School or have been in� uenced by it and all their texts used aspects of romantic
� ction in the construction of style and to exploit popular cultural images in the
exploration of what were contemporary social scenes and situations. Gunilla
Granath’s (1999) recent account of aspects of Swedish teacher education may also
� t this genre, this time as a form of journalism. The trend is also continued, I would
suggest, within the cultural studies movements in sociological and educational
ethnography, even in Sweden, as for instance exempli� ed by the research group
associated with Trondman, Eyerman, Willis and Johansson at Växjö University.

Another aspect of pop-art that renders it appropriate to forms of contemporary
social science is that it represented an attempt to return to a more objective and
broadly acceptable form of art, after the dominance of Abstract Expressionism.
This, while it is iconoclastic (as abstract expressionism is), it also rejects both the
supremacy of the high art of the past and the pretensions of other contemporary art
forms. In a sense, it was/is perhaps a more down to earth representation that could
be more broadly (and also more readily) appreciated and understood than art forms
like abstract expressionism could be. It is open-ended and invites multiple interpre-
tations of meaning from its viewers. This is encouraging for postmodernists.

The popularity of pop-art in the 1960s and 1970s is often said to be because
of its close re� ection of the contemporary social situation of those whose life it
also described. This argument is one that is usually advanced by art critics who
revere it however, and as a view is challenged by the idea that its popularity could
equally well have been because its images were just aesthetically pleasing through
their vivid contrasts of colour and form. This notion is also supported by the
idea that, while pop-art was initially a nihilistic kind of movement that ridiculed
the seriousness of other art and tried to narrow the distance between art and life
by celebrating mass-produced objects and the commercial materials of the
machine-age (like beer cans and other similar objects; see, for instance, Wharhole’s
Soup Can Lable and VW Beetle), like music by the cult-band The Doors, it � nally
fell prey to commercial strategists who exploited it heavily in marketing and
advertising.

Perhaps the use of contemporary � gures by social science researchers—particu-
larly perhaps ethnographers in their ethnographies—can suffer the same demise.
Willis’ textual (re)creation and use of ‘the Lads’ to illustrate aspects of male
working-class style, Patrick’s similar details of Glasgow street-gang youth, Whyte’s
descriptions of ‘Doc’, and Cornerville and Leibow’s of ‘Tally’ Jackson all exploit
easily recognised elements of popular culture in portrayals of school and contempor-
ary street life, and are all also representations of profane culture that can be
re-appropriated by capital in various ways. This kind of problem has been discussed
by Willis (1999, p. 158) as follows:

(T)he capitalist cultural commodity circuit keeps on dipping back into the
streets and trawling the living culture for ideas for its next commodity, its
next circuit. Capital’s cultural producers remorselessly ransack the every-
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day in their never ending search to � nd, embody and maximize all possible
use values in products. The usefulness of the new or more developed
communicative forms produced and shared in real informal communities
of meaning is precisely the quality that attracts the predators, even as they
deny it by plunging into further commodity relations. Evidently the formal
circuit would not keep returning to the streets unless it found real value
there. This is the capitalist attempt to realize the value of informal pro-
duction in the traditional capitalist form of money. This has not been
adequately factored into the political economy of the circuit of capital.

What is being implied here is that the simplicity, accessibility and readily assimilated
nature of pop-art is quite compelling perhaps to professional research writes, who
are seeking to both make accessible and, at times, ‘popularise’ social science texts,
but that on re� ection this also has its down side in something that even became
visible in later developments in pop-art itself. From its starting point in what were
claimed (admittedly mainly by the leading art producers in the genre themselves) to
be ironicising examples of media imagery, the accessibility of pop-art representations
and their ready comprehension helped to render it exploitable by exactly those
groups whose very life-style and values it had been claimed to initially have mocked,
and it was eventually colonised and taken over by the mass media itself as its own
form of popular imagery. It was in this way that the art that had initially been
claimed to show us an alienated life form was now being used as a representation of
commodity advertising itself.

Realism

The conception of philosophical realism is that the objects of sensory perception or
of cognition are real in their own right and exist independently of the mind. This is
also recognised in representations in artistic realism and such artefacts as realist
theatre, where the aim is to capture and portray something that is felt to genuinely
exist in itself. This illustrates the realist’s concern for capturing and showing the
universals, principles and rules that the realist believes govern the classi� cation of
things in life. Such a classi� cation occurs when, for instance, one classi� es an
ambiguous wooden object as a baseball bat or a rice-� ail for instance, instead of as
a weapon, even when the nature of the correctness of the classi� cation itself is
questionable. Realists assert that classi� cation re� ects distinctions inherent in the
world. This puts them in a position of contrast to idealists and conceptualists, of
course—who only see universal reality as a mental concept—and nominalists who
restrict reality even further, to mere names.

Realism holds that the senses afford knowledge of the distinct, real existence of
independent objects in space and time. Realist writing in social science attaches onto
this idea, in that it is claimed realist researchers tap into something already present
(whether this be a materially real or an assumed really existing mental or social
representation), which they then try to describe with an assumed neutral and
objective language. Realism thus attaches objective qualities to things that are felt to
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exist independently of our engagements with others and our writing practices.
However, the dif� culty for the realist is that the experiences on the basis of which
one knows about such objects are themselves apparently private and depend on the
mind for their existence and nature. This is symptomatic of and supportive toward
cartesian dualism, and the realist therefore seeks a link that permits knowledge
of one kind of thing on the basis of another without resorting to solipsism.
Opponents of course charge that this leads inevitably to solipsism in any account of
inter-subjective action (also Gar� nkle, 1967).

Realist writing tended to dominate the Golden Ages of qualitative research (see
Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; van Maanen, 1988, Viditch & Lyman, 1994), even though
it has now given way to the impressionistic and the confessional tales of the � eld,
both of which represent a revolt against realist traditions, although quite different
ones. The realist position has become increasingly dif� cult since the so-called
literary turn in the social sciences (see, for instance, Tyler, 1987; Beach, 1995;
Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; contributors to Driessen, 1993) even though, in some
moderate form, these researchers can and do often still try to write realist texts.
Perhaps, on re� ection, even the present text may tend towards this style. Perhaps
this is to some degree inevitable. For as Mulkay has put it:

can human language escape its essential character … as a tool for con-
trolling and refashioning the world? Is it not true that, in speaking, we
project our speech outside itself, thereby creating the appearance of an
independent world beyond our speech? Is it not true that we then have no
option but to act as if the illusion created by our speech is the one real
world in which we, and all others, have our and their being? (How can we)
devise textual structures which address us along with the content of our
speech and which draw attention to the creative processes of using lan-
guage and, thereby to the ever present possibility of alternative creations?
(1989, pp. 35–36)

The acceptance and use of realism (as realist � ction) today represents, I would say,
a tolerant position toward the logocentric and phonocentric deconstructions of
post-foundationalism and post-structuralism, respectively (see, for example, Ham-
mersley’s (1992) social realist position). This implies that the writer recognises the
full impossibility of objective truth claims but writes in a realist style never the less.
Some writer-critics of realism (for example, Clough, 2000; Lather & Smithies, 1997;
Richardson, 1994) see realist narrative as a power text that inevitably tends towards
totalistic claims and treacherous translation (see also Britzman, 1995; Lather, 1991).
When conveying (or attempting to convey) elements in the world, writing impres-
sionistically is felt by these authors to be both more tenable and more honest, as it
is felt to be more genuinely representational to the impressions of the real on the
senses or the authors vision/view. In contrast to realist writing, impressionistic
writing is said to lift out textures of possible meaning rather than claiming to show
an absolute truth in a single form. This way of research writing has almost become
favoured practice since the rhetorical/literary turn in anthropology and the social
sciences (also van Maanen, 1988).
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Impressionism

Impressionist painting developed chie� y in France during the late 19th and early
20th centuries, and chie� y comprises the work of artists who shared a set of related
approaches and techniques, the most conspicuous of which was an attempt to record
an experience of visual reality in terms of transient effects of light and colour or, in
other words, to convey visual impressions (cf. Ash, 1988). This was not achieved
through the conventions of realist painting and its tones of brown and green,
however (as in conventional landscape paintings and portraits), but through the use
of exaggerated brushstrokes and a mixture of vivid and contrastive colour combina-
tions to emphasise the play of light and shade on the senses. In research writing, this
contrasting of colours by the artist is called brash juxtaposition, a brash comparison
that can enliven the imagination as to the possible texture of what is the object of
representation (see, for example, Geertz (1973) critically revered text on the Ba-
lineese cock � ght).

The impressionist painters shared a common dissatisfaction with the conventional
treatments of academic painting and sought a new aesthetic standard in which the
importance of the traditional subject matter was downgraded and attention was
shifted to the artist’s manipulation of colour, tone and texture as ends in themselves.
In this way, the subject of the painting becomes a vehicle for the artful composition
of areas of � at colour, where perspective depth was minimised and a primacy placed
instead on surface patterns (also Ash, 1988). This focuses the surface relationships
in the picture rather than the illusory three-dimensional space that the picture
creates, as in realism. It has been suggested that, for instance, � eldwork journal
writing can often tend to show impressionistic characteristics (Beach, 1997; Clifford,
1990; Sanjek, 1990).

To help their art, impressionists adopted a practice of painting entirely outdoors
while looking at the actual scene, instead of � nishing up a painting from sketches in
the studio. This also � ts with what the impressionists are said to have been setting
out to reproduce in their work; this being the manifold effects of direct and re� ected
light, which they sought to build up out of discrete � ecks and dabs of colour that
were intended to evoke the variations of hue produced by sunlight and its re� ections
(Ash, 1988). In this way, forms lose their clear outlines and become shimmering and
vibrating re-creations of actual outdoor conditions (Ash, 1988; Konstlexicon A–L,
1988). The similarities of this within social science and professions research,
particularly with the situation of journal, diary and � eld-note writing during ethno-
graphic � eldwork and action research, hardly need stressing (however, see also
Beach, 1997; Clifford, 1990; Sanjek, 1990). These texts are actually made from
impressions created by the play of elements of culture, in an ethnographic involve-
ment with it.

According to BOL, impressionist painting provided an impetus that freed all
post-impressionist artists such as Cézanne, Degas, Gauguin, the younger van Gogh,
and Seurat from traditional techniques and approaches to subject matter. This is
reminiscent of a theme on representations in qualitative investigations in the in-
troductory article and Denzin and Lincoln (1994) concerning the history of social
science research, and is similarly portrayed in Kvale (1996). However, furthermore
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and referring to van Maanen’s description of ‘impressionist tales of the � eld’, where
the literary or even poetic effect is primary and is intended to allow an author to
exaggerate in order to make a point, Kvale (1996) claims that impressionist accounts
can represent things more effectively than realist ones, provided the narrative
ingenuity of the writer is effectively brought forward (see also Larsson, 1998, 2000).
This puts emphasis on the literary (writing and authorship) skills of the researcher
and her/his knowledge of audience.

Expressionism

The value and use of emotion is often denied by scientists and denied space in
scienti� c writing; however, many forms of qualitative research such as Life History
and Narrative research deal with and are unavoidably coloured by emotional
experiences and closeness in the � eld, and empathy and subjectivity are now
regularly considered to be fundamental to a research account, in a situation where
the researcher, her senses and charged sensibilities form the key instrument of the
research (Beach, 1997). This puts the researcher’s emotions, subjectivity and
empathy right in the centre of research work. But these are dealt with in different
ways in different traditions. For instance, in realist work the emotions and emotion-
ally laden data are controlled for, marginalised and even limited if possible, as they
are seen as sources of potential error and bias in the objective account of the
research, while in other genres the value of emotion and feeling are recognised and
given space in communication about real pressures and presence in the � eld. This
is particularly the case in expressionist forms of research communication.

In art, expressionism developed as a tradition and a style of representation that
was felt to be most suitable for getting (and was perhaps even intended to get) the
charged emotion of an experience into a communicative media. This was because, in
expressionism, rather than seeking to depict an objective reality, the artist sought to
voice to the subjective emotions and responses that objects and events aroused in
her/him (see BOL; Konstlexicon A–L, 1988). This was often achieved through a
distortion, exaggeration, primitivism and fantasy that aimed to produce a vivid,
jarring, violent, or dynamic effect.

According to BOL, the commitment to exaggeration and primitivism in expres-
sionist work is visible even with respect to the roots of the German Expressionist
school, as well as the works of Van Gogh, Munch, and Ensor, each of whom used
the expressive possibilities of colour and line to explore dramatic and emotion-laden
themes. This was at times done to help convey qualities of fear, horror, and the
grotesque, and at others simply to celebrate nature with hallucinatory intensity. In
this way, these artists broke away from the literal representation of realist nature, as
did impressionists too of course, but this time in order to express more subjective
outlooks or stares of mind.

The distinctions between impressionist and expressionist breaks with realism are
both political and profound in my view, and are central aspects for consideration in
the development of representation in the social sciences, I would suggest, for these
reasons. Their distinctions are perhaps clearest with respect to a second and
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principal wave of Expressionism, which began about 1905, when a group of German
artists led by Kirchner formed a loose association called Die Brücke. This group
included Heckel, Schmidt-Rottluff, and Bleyl (Konstlexion A–L, 1988)—all painters
who, according to BOL, were in revolt against what they saw ‘as the super� cial
naturalism of a decadent academic Impressionism.’ This is a sensation shared by
many of us I would suspect, toward some of the more elitist celebratory representa-
tion forms in present social science academia. And a question, then, is what to do
about this and how to lace experimental writing with a critical edge. One possible
framework for a response is suggested by the history of artistic expressionism and the
Die Brücke group.

The Die Brücke group wanted to re-infuse art with a vigour they felt it lacked, and
they sought to do this through an elemental, primitive, highly personal and spon-
taneous expression, which developed a style notable for its harshness, boldness, and
intensity. They used jagged and distorted lines as well crude and rapid brushwork
with jarring colours, to depict urban street scenes and other contemporary subjects
in an emotionally charged manner. And, in this sense, it is often felt that their works
express frustration, anxiety, disgust, discontent and violence in a frenetic intensity of
feeling, in response to the ugliness and the crude banality that they felt were the
central features and contradictions of modern life. Expressionist painting thus
seemed to suit an atmosphere of cynicism, alienation, and disillusionment (such as
is apparent in much neo-Marxist writing, but which also � ts well with the genre of
expressionism in literature and some ethnographies: cf. Corrigan’s (1979) Schooling
and the Smash Street Kids).

The expressionist movement arose as ‘a reaction against materialism, complacent
bourgeois prosperity, rapid mechanisation and urbanisation’ (BOL) and, in litera-
ture at least, it became the dominant movement in Germany during and immedi-
ately after World War I. This was close in time to the growth of the Frankfurt School
of social theory (see Held, 1980) and, like the Frankfurt School, many expressionist
painters and dramatists were also hounded by the National Socialists, and the
movement itself was outlawed by Hitler in the 1930s.

The hounding and outlaw of expressionist literature and critical social theorists by
the National Socialists in Germany in the inter-war years are not the only similarities
between expressionist and neo-Marxist (and also some feminist) writing, however.
Indeed, on re� ection, such similarities exist at several levels. For instance, the aim
of expressionist play-writers and novelists is often said to have been to forge a drama
of social protest that aimed to convey their concern with the horri� c general truths
embedded in particular social situations and sets of relations. Speci� c instances here
served as illustrative of these general truths or principles (see, for instance, Orwell’s
Road to Wigan Pier, Burmese Days, 1984 and Animal Farm). This is also a leading
theme in critical social science (see also Fay, 1977).

The concern for showing general truths through speci� c empirical instances was
expressed as essential in the deconstruction of ideological domination and material
exploitation under capitalism by Marx and Engels (see, for example, the � nal
chapter in Capital, vol. 3), and is to be found in neo-Marxist ethnographic work and
the vivid writing of the CCCS group at Birmingham University (often
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called the Birmingham School, whose own writing can therefore be used as illustra-
tive, together also with work by the cultural theorist Raymond Williams: see also
Kuper, 1987). In the same sense that expressionist writers explored the predica-
ments of representative symbolic types rather than of fully developed individualised
characters in their plays, so too has the CCCS explored symbolic tropes in their
works, which all attend in some way or another to the drama of general life and the
reproduction of alienated life-forms. In Willis’ (1977) terms (from Beach, 1995, p.
23) this is an aim:

to show the cultural viewpoint of the oppressed, the ‘hidden’ knowledge
and resistance as well as the basis on which entrapping decisions are taken
in some sense of liberty, but which nevertheless help to produce ‘structure’.
This is … the project of showing the capacities of (an oppressed) class to
generate, albeit ambiguous, complex and often ironic, collective and cul-
tural forms of knowledge not reducible to the (dominant) forms—and the
importance of this as one of the bases for political change.

Similar styles of writing to expressionist drama are found in life-history and critical
narrative research writing, in which—as in expressionist drama, such as the classic
Waiting for Godot—the leading character of the life-history or narrative work is able
to pour out her/his woes in long monologues that are couched in a concentrated,
elliptical, almost tele-grammatic language (see also Shakespeare’s Hamlet in this
respect)3 The immediate task at hand of these monologues can vary. They may, for
instance, set out to explore something like the spiritual malaise of youth, its revolt
against an older generation or dominant order, or the various political or revolution-
ary remedies that have presented themselves to the writer (for example, Hall &
Jefferson, 1978; Mac an Ghail, 1988; Willis, 1977). Opposition, resistance or revolt
against injustice, oppression or marginalisation are the common mythemes explored
here. As in Orwell’s works, malaise, frustration and alienation are other common
themes.

Expressionist poetry is a derivative literary genre of the expressionist movement
that, in social science, is perhaps most closely approximated by metonymic texts like
that of Mulkay’s moving story of love and bondage in Mulkay (1989), Laurel
Richardson’s (1992) life of an unwed mother (Louisa May) or my own story of the
destruction of early childhood teacher education curriculum possibilities and pro-
gressivist student professional identity development in ‘The Child and the Struggle’
(Beach, 2000). Like expressionist drama, expressionist poetry refers essentially to
individual detail primarily as illustration, and appears to seek an ecstatic lyricism by
using strings of nouns, few adjectives and in� nitive verbs, eliminated narrative and
description to get at the essence of feeling. However, even more compelling in
expressionist poetry is the strength of similarity between this genre in general and
sub-themes around the evolution of a sense of horror and an apocalyptic vision of
the collapse of civilisation, within which traditional bourgeois values (such as charity
and consensus institutions) are satirised,4 while values that are more concerned with
political and social reform, and that express the hope for a coming revolution, are
admired.
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Discussion and Conclusion

Writing in 1996, The Danish educational anthropologist-ethnographer Karin
Borgnakke referred to four cardinal points of ethnographic work. These apply also
to other forms of critical research in the social sciences (Alvesson & Deetz, 2000).
The � rst form concerns the choice of topic of the research and its justi� cation. The
second concerns moving from choice of topic through a delimitation of the problem
area to the formulation of the problem. The third form concerns de� ning the area
to be investigated, carrying out the investigation and writing it up. Finally, the fourth
form means moving from the continuous process of internal assessment to an
external evaluation of the critical and political implications of the work (see also
Clough, 2000; Denzin, 2000). These four cardinal points may chart the course of a
research project.

The present paper has been very much concerned with the processes of represen-
tation and the organisational frames for writing out about a research project in a
research thesis, paper or report (Beach, 1995, 1997). It began, in a sense, by
questioning a naive empiricist trope (bricolage). It hopefully then went on to present
alternative organisational frames. However, as Kvale (1996) also indicates, the
purpose of highlighting such different forms for organising writing is not to privilege
one (e.g. realist � ction, the expressionist poem, textual montage) above the others,
or to designate the one true form for reporting and writing under all conditions.
Indeed, I think the post-foundational and post-structural turns in the social and
literary sciences and philosophy have set a stop for this, so the intention is more to
try to provide a discourse concerning the availability and characteristics of different
writing styles, their injunctions with critical, political intentions, and the ways they
can be drawn together in a re� exive writing project. The hope is that, by being more
aware of how what we write can be formed to some speci� c ends of communication,
we can balance a written text in a way that opens new possibilities for getting ideas
across. Perhaps, as put by Ellis (2000), the suggestion is that we might try to engage
both sides of the brain at once, by encouraging a semiotic re� exivity and a primary
mediation of the body memory to interplay back and forth, until thinking and feeling
merge (Ellis, 2000, p. 273; see also Helmstad, 1999). This relates to a notion of
understanding beyond that of the semiotic mind and to an aim to provoke a vexed
agency in a quest to re-wrest control from a post-modern, post-structuralist represen-
tational crisis over what to do in professional, critical research writing (Clough,
2000). My hope is that, by giving voice to and helping bring to a level of conscious
awareness much of that which can be simply accepted as tacit knowledge in writing
practices in social science and professions research, more telling, feeling, practically
meaningful texts might be written.

Concerning the roles of re� ection and the value to re� ective practice of this effort,
� rst there is a hoped-for connection in reading the article itself, which it is hoped will
engage a form of self-re� ection or introspection, as a re� ective examination of one’s
beliefs or motives as a writer. However, re� ection is a term with several practical
meanings. These include re� ection as the ‘return of’ something, such as light or
sound waves from a particular surface (as in the production of a mirror image); the
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meaning of re� ection as an abstraction or ‘transformation’ of a � gure in mathemat-
ics, in which each of the points in a � gure are symetrically ‘shifted’ with respect to
a de� ned line or plane; re� ection as an action of bending of ‘folding back’; re� ection
as an effect produced by an ‘in� uence’ (as in for example, the high crime rate is a
re� ection of society); or re� ection as something that is meant in the sense of
‘reproachment’, as in an indirect criticism, such as ‘her/his bad behaviour is a
re� ection on her/his bad character.’ A re� ection can also be a ‘thought’, an idea, an
opinion formed, or a remark made as a result of a particular event (e.g. ‘my
re� ections on this situation are …’).

All these meanings comply with the etymology of the term re� ection and all have
a place in the present paper. Their differences concern, in a sense, the subject matter
of the paper, the idea and its purpose. For instance, taking the crime-rate example,
the subject is criminal behaviour, the idea is more speci� cally the causes of criminal
behaviour, and the purpose is (it seems to me) to reproach current social orders and
to indicate a possibility of a brighter or better future if certain changes to could be
made to this order. This is really the sense in which re� ection is hoped to become
most engaged in the present paper, which addresses this issue of re� ection, with
regard to writing as a re� ective practice that can be improved by thoughtful
consideration about how what we write can be formed as critical communication
(see also Clough, 2000). This is perhaps clearest through my own sympathies for the
expressionist form, but could be put within a post-colonial politics of representation.

Emphasising a post-colonial aspect here accords with both Clough (2000),
Mulkay (1989) and Moore and Bruder (1996, p. 636), who have all in their way
remarked on how, although modern culture has standardised the scienti� c method
and its forms of direct referencing in the conventional scienti� c realist tale (see also
van Maanen, 1988) as the preferred way to represent knowledge for comparison and
validation processes (see also Atkinson, 1990), other cultures have other agreements
and traditions. Also assuming the seriousness of human attempts to understand self
and world, not to consider these alternative forms of representation risks missing an
important philosophical point. This means that any way of knowing and its forms of
representation are intimately bound up with meta-physical understandings about the
nature of the world and existence(s) in it, so that a challenge to representational
forms is also a challenge to claims about the truth and, more importantly in some
senses, a potential challenge to the deepest beliefs within a civilisation, culture or
group. This is a point of no small signi� cance for post-colonial thought, which deals
in part with the effects of precisely such challenges. Perhaps this paper might
therefore � nally re� ect a contribution to critical, post-structural, post-colonial writ-
ing in social science and professions research as a critically re� ective practice in the
transformational sense of the term re� ect. That is, at least, my hope.

Notes

[1] In philosophy, postmodernism stands for a critique of logo-centrism and phonocentrism
where truth becomes something that cannot be pinned down in universal or absolute terms.
In Derrida’s words, truths are inter-textual and texts are comprised of systems of differences
(1981, pp. 278–279).
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[2] Generally speaking, iconography is the art of representation by means of images (see
Atkinson, 1990) and prosaic means a style of expression that is distinguished by its degrees
of irregularity, variety and close approximation to the patterns of communication in
everyday life.

[3] In expressionist drama and expressionist poetry (see later), as in narrative/life-history
writing, the (inner) life or career development of a leading character is explored through a
series of loosely linked tableaux that describe an evolution of revolt toward traditional values
and a search for a higher (more spiritual) vision. August Strindberg and Frank Wedekind
were notable forerunners of Expressionist drama in Sweden but, according to BOL, the � rst
full-� edged Expressionist play was Reinhard Johannes Sorge’s Der Bettler (The Beggar). This
was written in 1912 but not performed until 1917. The other principal playwrights of the
movement are generally said to be Georg Kaiser, Ernst Toller, Paul Kornfeld, Fritz von
Unruh, Walter Hasenclever, and Reinhard Goering, all from Germany.

[4] See again, particularly, Orwell’s work: particularly Down and Out in Paris and London, which
has realist ethnographic elements as well.
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